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Workshop Five-4

For Closing

1. Make paper copies of the Workshop 5 HomeLink for families to take home.

2. Create a digital version of it to be sent out after the workshop ends.

Workshop Plan

OPENING 5 minutes

1. Greet the children individually as they arrive and have them put on their 

name tags.

2. Invite the children into your sharing circle. Invite them to look at the baby/

toddler pictures they have brought in. Collect the pictures they drew of special 

things about their families and set them aside to be added to their journals later.

3. Engage them in conversation about some things they did as babies and how 

they have grown and changed since that time. Affirm their growth and change, 

and celebrate their wonderful and amazing five-, six-, and seven-year-old selves. 

Collect the pictures to add to their journals.

DISCUSSION: EGGS AND SPERM 5 minutes

1. Ask the children if they know where babies grow before they are born. Affirm 

responses that indicate that babies grow in the body, or in the uterus. Say, “Today 

we will be talking about how babies get started and grow.”

2. Explain that you need three things to make a baby. Tell them that the first 

thing needed is an egg. Hold up a chicken egg. Ask, “Do you think this is the 

kind of egg that human babies come from? No, this is an egg from a chicken! 

This egg doesn’t have a chick in it, but some eggs like this one have a little chick. 

It could hatch out of an egg like this and grow into a chicken.”

3. Draw a tiny dot on your palm in ink, or draw it on a piece of newsprint. 

Show your hand or the newsprint to the group while explaining that the egg for a 

human baby is tiny, about the size of this dot.

4. Pass out pom-poms and say, “We’re going to pretend these pom-poms are 

eggs.” Tell the children to hold their egg in their hands to keep it safe. Say that 

people with the body parts they learned about called vulva and vagina also usu-

ally have eggs.

5. Ask, “Who knows what the second thing is people need to make babies?” 

Affirm if anyone answers sperm, or provide the answer if no one guesses cor-

rectly. Tell the children sperm are very tiny, even tinier than eggs. To see them, 

you would need a microscope. A microscope is a machine that helps people 

see very, very tiny things, things that are too small to see with our eyes. Draw a 

sperm on your hand or on newsprint and show the children the head and the tail 

that lets them swim.
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